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UNIONS AND NATIONAL SECURITY: DOES THE NLRB HAVE JURISDICTION OVER

PRIVATELY-EMPLOYED AIRPORT SCREENERS?  SHOULD IT DECLINE TO EXERCISE

JURISDICTION?
BY JOHN R. MARTIN*

I.  Introduction
After the September 11, 2001 attacks, Congress felt so

strongly about airport and airline security that it created a federal
agency—the Transportation Security Administration (TSA)—to
be in charge of airport screening.  All airport screeners must be
TSA employees, with the exception of a pilot program operating
in five airports where private companies provide the screeners.1

In January 2003, the head of TSA issued a directive forbidding
unions from obtaining monopoly-bargaining power over airport
screeners, citing national security concerns.

One of the five airports in the pilot program is the Kansas
City International Airport.  A union—the International Union,
Security, Police & Fire Professionals—recently petitioned the
National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) to be certified as the
exclusive bargaining representative for private airport screeners
there.2  The NLRB regional director granted the union’s petition
and conducted a certification election.  Before the results of the
election were certified, the NLRB granted the employer’s request
to review the regional director’s decision to exercise jurisdiction.
Firstline Transp. Sec., Inc. (Int’l Union, Sec., Police & Fire Prof’ls),
Case 17-RC-12354, 2005 WL 1564866 (NLRB June 30, 2005)
(order granting review).

The NLRB must decide whether it has jurisdiction over
private airport screeners and, if so, whether it will exercise
jurisdiction over the screeners and certify the union as the exclusive
representative (if the union wins the certification election).  Because
monopoly bargaining for TSA-employed screeners is not permitted
due to national security concerns, it would be anomalous, and
illogical, to permit monopoly bargaining by a union that represents
private screeners who perform the same functions as TSA-
employed screeners.

The union has no doubt about the importance of this case
for the entire airport security industry.  Robert D. Novak reported
in a recent column: “Steve Maritas, director of organizing for the
Security, Police and Fire Professionals, has said the NLRB ruling
regarding the baggage screeners ‘could really change a whole
industry’ and open the door for ‘more national security workers to
unionize.’”3

II.  Background
A.  Aviation and Transportation Security Act
In November 2001, Congress passed the Aviation and

Transportation Security Act (ATSA), which created the
Transportation Security Administration within the Department of
Transportation.4  The head of TSA was called the “Under Secretary
of Transportation for Security.”  The Under Secretary is
“responsible for day-to-day Federal security screening operations

for passenger air transportation and interstate air transportation;”
is to “develop standards for the hiring and retention of security
screening personnel;” is to “train and test security screening
personnel;” and is “responsible for hiring and training personnel to
provide security screening at all airports in the United States.”5

In addition to the screeners employed by TSA, Congress
directed the Under Secretary to create a pilot program for screening
personnel employed by private screening companies.6   The private
screening personnel must meet all the requirements applicable to
TSA-employed screeners.7  The compensation level of private
screeners must at least equal that of TSA-employed screeners.8

Federal government supervisors must oversee all screening by
private screeners.9

Legislative history suggests that Congress intended TSA-
employed screeners and privately-employed screeners to be treated
the same.  The House bill directed the TSA to assume total
responsibility over airport security screening,10 but did not mandate
that screeners be federal employees.  All screening would be
“supervised by uniformed Federal personnel” of the TSA.11  The
Under Secretary would “deputize. . .all airport screening personnel
as Federal transportation security agents.”12

The Senate passed a companion bill on October 11, 2001.13

In this bill, federal employees must carry out all airport screening
duties, under the supervision of the Attorney General.14

When the Senate bill was sent to the House, the House
struck all language that required screeners to be federal employees.15

The House also inserted language permitting screeners to be
employed by private employers.16

The House-Senate conference committee considered the
Senate bill and the House amendments.17  The committee agreed
that the federal government would be responsible for airport
screening.18  On the issue of privately-employed screeners, the
committee reached a compromise that would permit private
screeners so long as they worked under the supervision of the
TSA.19

The ATSA became law on November 19, 2001, providing
for TSA-employed screeners while permitting the use of private
screeners under certain conditions.  The compromise between the
House and Senate allowing for private screeners provides no basis
to think that Congress intended to permit monopoly bargaining
power over private screeners while TSA-employed screeners could
not be unionized.  All screeners do the same job under TSA’s
supervision.  All screeners carry out security functions.
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B.  TSA manages, supervises, and controls private screeners.
The Under Secretary chose Kansas City International

Airport (MCI) as one of the five airports for the pilot program.20

Firstline Transportation Security, Inc. (Firstline) was the screening
company chosen to provide screeners to TSA at MCI.21  TSA
directs Firstline’s screeners, and the screeners are subject to TSA’s
policies and guidelines.22  TSA must certify that each screener
applicant meets TSA standards before the applicant is offered
employment by TSA.23

Every newly hired screener goes through a training process
administered by “TAIs”—trainers who are certified by TSA.24

TSA training managers observe and oversee the training process.25

If the new employee passes the training process, TSA certifies him
or her.26  TSA managers control, supervise, and oversee private
security screeners as the screeners perform their passenger and
baggage screening functions.27  TSA uses Firstline’s workforce at
TSA’s discretion.28  TSA sets the pay range for Firstline’s
employees.29  TSA provides and repairs the equipment used by
Firstline’s employees in passenger and baggage handling.30

C. The Under Secretary denied monopoly-bargaining
power.

On January 8, 2003, the Under Secretary issued a
memorandum denying unions monopoly-bargaining power over
airport screeners.31  The memorandum reads in full:

By virtue of the authority vested in the Under
Secretary of Transportation for Security in Section
111(d) of the Aviation and Transportation Security
Act, Pub. Law No. 107-71, 49 U.S.C. § 44935 Note
(2001), I hereby determine that individuals carrying
out the security screening function under section
44901 of Title 49, United States Code, in light of
their critical national security responsibilities, shall
not, as a term or condition of their employment, be
entitled to engage in collective bargaining or be
represented for the purpose of engaging in such
bargaining by any representative or organization.
(emphasis added)

The Federal Labor Relations Authority upheld the Under Secretary’s
directive, concluding that the ATSA “leaves unfettered discretion
to the Under Secretary to determine the terms and conditions of
employment for screener personnel in the TSA.”32

III.  The NLRB has no jurisdiction over private screeners.
When the Under Secretary issued the directive in 2003,

there were approximately 55,600 screeners employed by TSA
serving over 400 U.S. airports.33  The pilot program using private
screeners at MCI and four other airports began in the fall of 2002.34

The Under Secretary was well aware of these private screeners,
yet his memorandum uses language as broad as possible, covering
all “individuals” engaged in screening.  He did not use the term
“federal employees,” which would exclude private screeners.  Using
the authority given to the Under Secretary by ATSA, he prohibited
monopoly bargaining power over private screeners, both federally
employed and privately employed.  The NLRB therefore has no
jurisdiction over private screeners.

One could argue that the Under Secretary had no authority
under the ATSA to forbid unionization of private screeners.  The
Under Secretary based his authority on a provision of the ATSA
that granted him authority to “employ, appoint, discipline,
terminate, and fix the compensation, terms, and conditions of
employment of Federal service for such a number of individuals as
the Under Secretary determines to be necessary to carry out the
screening functions.”35  Can private screeners be in “Federal
service,” or can only federal employees be in “Federal service?”

Reading the ATSA as a whole, it is clear that Congress
intended TSA-employed screeners and private screeners to be
treated identically, including with regard to monopoly bargaining.
They do exactly the same jobs, under the direct control and
supervision of TSA managers.  They are both in “Federal service,”
since the federal government took over airport screening as its
responsibility.  Congress directed the Under Secretary to “provide
for the screening of all passengers and property” in the United
States.36

The Under Secretary is given broad discretion in overseeing
the “personnel management system” of TSA.37  The Conference
Report on the bill states: “The Conferees recognize that, in order
to ensure that Federal screeners are able to provide the best security
possible, the Secretary must be given wide latitude to determine
the terms of employment of screeners.”38  The Conference Report
thus treats all screeners as “Federal screeners.”  It would make no
sense to give the Under Secretary broad powers over personnel—
sufficient power in fact to forbid unionization—and yet not give
him the same powers over private screeners.

Strangely, TSA submitted a statement to the NLRB claiming
that the January 8, 2003 ban on monopoly bargaining did not
apply to private screeners.39  TSA took no position as to whether
the NLRB has jurisdiction over private screeners, or whether the
NLRB should decline to exercise jurisdiction.  TSA gave no
explanation or argument as to why the ban on monopoly bargaining
did not apply to private screeners.  Why TSA took this position is
a mystery.  Here is one guess: TSA believes that public-sector
unions will pressure Congress and TSA into explicitly permitting
monopoly bargaining power over  TSA-employed screeners.  TSA
does not want to further anger unions by opposing unionization of
private screeners, when it is, in TSA’s view, inevitable that TSA
will eventually have to deal with the American Federation of
Government Employees or some other union.

IV.  If the NLRB decides it could assert jurisdiction, it should
decline to do so.

The NLRB has broad discretion whether to exercise
jurisdiction over a case.  The Supreme Court has written:

Even when the effect of activities on interstate
commerce is sufficient to enable the Board to take
jurisdiction of a complaint, the Board sometimes
properly declines to do so, stating that the policies
of the Act would not be effectuated by its assertion
of jurisdiction in that case.40
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A.  Exercising jurisdiction will damage national security.

TSA’s mission is “to prevent terrorist attacks within the

United States” and “reduce the vulnerability of the United States

to terrorism.”
41

  The legislative history of the ATSA makes clear

that national security was the reason Congress created the

Transportation Security Administration.
42

  The Under Secretary

determined that airport screeners should not be subject to monopoly

bargaining “in light of their critical national security

responsibilities.”
43

The “national security responsibilities” of  TSA-employed

screeners and private screeners are the same.  The statutory

requirements for private screeners are exactly the same as for

screeners employed by TSA.
44

   Private screening companies must

“provide compensation and other benefits to [employees] that are

not less than the level of compensation and other benefits provided

to [screeners employed by TSA].”
45

  It would be just as damaging

to national security to permit private screeners to be subject to

monopoly bargaining as it would be for  TSA-employed screeners.
46

It makes no sense for the 48,000 TSA-employed screeners to be

exempt from monopoly bargaining, while the Board grants to a

union monopoly-bargaining power over private screeners at the

five airports in the pilot program.  One NLRB member has recently

urged the Board to balance rights under the National Labor Relations

Act (NLRA) with legitimate “national security” concerns.
47

B. The risk of a strike

1.  Unions engage in strikes even when strikes are forbidden by

law.

The ATSA does not permit striking by airport screeners.
48

Making strikes illegal, however, does not eliminate the danger that

a union will strike.  Strikes in the public sector, even when they are

illegal, are commonplace.

For example, during the 1993-94 school year, 42 teacher

strikes kept nearly 215,000 school children in the United States

out of class.
49

  Teacher strikes were illegal in over half the states

where they occurred, but all occurred in states that have monopoly

bargaining for teachers.
50

  As Albert Shanker, late president of the

American Federation of Teachers union, freely admitted: “[A] strike

in the public sector is not economic—it is political. . . .  One of the

greatest reasons for the effectiveness of the public employees’

strike is the fact that it is illegal.”
51

  Mr. Shanker knew that unions

and union officials are seldom held to account for ordering strikes

and work slow-downs, or threatening such actions, to intimidate

elected officials and taxpayers.

2.  Public-sector strikes endanger vital public services.

Police union militants in New York City;
52

 Prince George’s

County, Maryland;
53

 Wilmington, Delaware;
54

 and Pontiac,

Michigan,
55

 to name but a few, have in recent years threatened or

carried out so-called “blue flu” job actions, potentially endangering

public safety, as a collective-bargaining tool.  The Baltimore police

strike of 1974 led to widespread looting, shooting, and rock-

throwing.
56

  During the Kansas City fire fighters’ strike of 1975,

strikers set up picket lines around burning buildings.
57

Then-San Francisco Mayor Joseph Alioto’s home was pipe-

bombed hours after he warned on television that striking police

officers would be fired if they did not return to work.
58

   The bomb

shattered windows and seriously damaged the front door and porch

steps.
59

Striking fire fighters in Dayton, Ohio, sat idly by while fires

destroyed up to twenty-nine (29) buildings throughout the city.
60

Thirty (30) families were left homeless.
61

  During a strike in Kansas

City, strikers vandalized fire fighting equipment.  Fire extinguishers

were filled with flammable liquid, oxygen tanks were emptied, and

the fuel tanks of trucks were fouled with water.
62

During a 23-day strike by Chicago fire fighters and

paramedics, more than 20 people died in fires
63

—an extraordinary

number for a relatively short period.  In one fire alone, three children

and two adults died as a fire station near their home remained

unmanned.
64

3.  A strike by a private screeners union would be especially harmful.

A strike by a private-screeners union would, at a minimum,

cause a major disruption to airlines and travelers.  At worst, a

strike by a private-screeners union could threaten national security.

The government would be faced with a terrible choice: (1) reduce

air travel, and therefore economic activity, until new screeners

could be trained and placed; or, (2) reduce the efficacy of screening

procedures and thereby increase the chance of terrorism.

C.  The risk of a terrorist-infiltrated union

In the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s, many unions in the United

States were infiltrated, controlled, or even headed by members of

the Communist Party.
65

  A congressional subcommittee that

included then-Congressman John F. Kennedy received testimony

that:

Communists had infiltrated into the ranks of labor

unions and that their activities constitute a grave

menace to the industrial peace of the United States. .

. .  [T]hey ultimately seek to destroy our capitalistic

system and to overthrow our form of government by

force and violence.  To this end they encourage sit-

down and slow-down strikes, mass picketing, goon

squads, and violence.
66

The most alarming example of union domination by the

Communist Party was the strike in 1941 by United Auto Workers

Local 248 at the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company in

Milwaukee.
67

  The Supreme Court wrote: “Congress heard

testimony that the strike had been called solely in obedience to

Party orders for the purpose of starting the ‘snowballing of strikes’

in defense plants.”
68

  Congress responded to these findings by

including Section 9(h) in the Taft-Hartley Act.  Section 9(h), which

was later repealed, required each union official to file an affidavit

with the NLRB declaring that he was not a Communist and did not

seek the violent or illegal overthrow of the United States

government.
69

If a union is granted exclusive representation of private

airport screeners, there is a similar risk that the union hierarchy

will be infiltrated by a terrorist agent or that the union will be

controlled by someone working with terrorists.
70

  The terrorist

could then use his influence with the union to make it easier for a

terrorist colleague to board a plane or to get a bomb through baggage
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screening.
71

   Or the terrorist could more indirectly weaken national

security, by organizing a strike or work slow-down.  The NLRB

should avoid this national-security risk by declining jurisdiction

over privately-employed airport screeners.

V.  If the NLRB does not decline jurisdiction for national

security reasons, it should overrule Management Training

Corp. and re-institute the “government control” test or the

“intimate connection” test.

Section 2(2) of the NLRA exempts from Board jurisdiction

“the United States or any wholly owned Government corporation,

. . .or any State or political subdivision thereof.”
72

  Historically,

the NLRB declined jurisdiction over governmental contractors if

the government had effective control over the terms and conditions

of employment of the contractor’s employees.

A.  The intimate connection test

Before 1979, the NLRB used the intimate connection test

when deciding whether to assert jurisdiction over private employers

who had contracted with exempt governmental entities.
73

  The

intimate connection test had two prongs.  First, does the “exempt

employer exercise[] substantial control over the services and labor

relations of the nonexempt contractor, so that the latter is left

without sufficient autonomy over working conditions to enable it

to bargain efficaciously with the union?”
74

  If the answer was

“yes,” the Board would decline jurisdiction.  If the answer was

“no,” the NLRB would examine “the relationship of the services

performed to the exempted functions of the institution to whom

they were provided.”
75

  If the contractor provided services to the

governmental employer which related directly to the governmental

purpose, the NLRB would decline to assert jurisdiction.
76

B.  The governmental control test

In 1979, the NLRB abandoned the intimate connection test

in favor of the governmental control test.
77

  The NLRB concluded

that the first prong of the intimate connection test—“whether the

employer would be able to bargain effectively about the terms and

conditions of employment of its employees—is by itself the

appropriate standard for determining whether to assert

jurisdiction.”
78

  The NLRB criticized “intimate connection” as too

vague to be workable.
79

The Board later refined and reaffirmed the governmental

control test in Res-Care, Inc.
80

  The Board distinguished between

a “core group” of bargaining subjects, which is limited to “wages

and fringe benefits,” and other bargaining subjects, such as hiring,

firing, promotions, demotions, transfers, and grievances.
81

  If the

contractor does not have final say over wages and fringe benefits,

then meaningful collective bargaining by the contractor is not

possible, and the Board will decline to exercise jurisdiction.
82

C.  Management Training Corp.

In 1995, the NLRB overturned the governmental control

test in Management Training Corp. (Teamsters Local 222).
83

  The

Board would now assert jurisdiction over any contractor that “meets

the definition of ‘employer’ under Section 2(2) of the Act. . .and. .

.meets the applicable monetary jurisdictional standards.”
84

  Whether

the contractor could engage in meaningful bargaining with its

employees was no longer a factor the Board would consider.
85

  The

Board explained:

The Employer in question must, by hypothesis,

control some matters relating to the employment

relationship, or else it would not be an employer

under the Act.  In our view, it is for the parties to

determine whether bargaining is possible with respect

to other matters and, in the final analysis, employee

voters will decide for themselves whether they wish

to engage in collective bargaining under those

circumstances.
86

D. Returning to the governmental control or intimate

connection test

The airport-screener case amply demonstrates why the

Board should overturn Management Training Corp. and re-institute

the governmental control test.  TSA controls nearly every term and

condition of employment for Firstline’s employees.   TSA sets the

compensation range for Firstline employees,
87 

which is the key

factor under Res-Care, Inc.  Moreover, TSA supervises, manages,

and oversees every aspect of the employee’s working day.
88

   TSA

provides and repairs the equipment used by Firstline’s employees

in passenger and baggage handling.
89

  TSA must approve any

applicant before Firstline may hire the applicant as a screener.
90

Thus, it is clear that Firstline cannot engage in meaningful

collective bargaining with the union, and that TSA controls the

private screeners’ terms and conditions of employment.  It is hard

to imagine what terms Firstline and the union would negotiate,

except that the union would demand and in all likelihood win a

compulsory unionism clause, forcing non-union members to pay

union fees.
91

  Because it makes little sense to certify a union as

exclusive bargaining agent when there is nothing meaningful over

which to bargain, the Board should overrule  Management Training

Corp. and decline to exercise jurisdiction over privately-employed

airport screeners.

It is also clear that the private screeners provide a service

that is intimately connected with TSA’s purpose.  TSA’s purpose

is to screen airport passengers and baggage, and private screeners

do the same job as TSA-employed screeners.  Private airport

screeners are analogous to the private fire fighters in Rural Fire

Protection Co., in which the Board declined to assert jurisdiction.
92

The Board wrote: “[I]t plainly appears that the Employer’s

firefighting services furnished to the city of Scottsdale, utilizing

fire stations and major firefighting equipment owned and maintained

by the city, are intimately related to Scottsdale’s municipal

purposes.”
93

  The Board should decline to exercise jurisdiction

over a private screening company whose services are so intimately

connected with an exempt entity.  Moreover, the Board should be

especially hesitant to assert jurisdiction over a contractor when

that contractor provides the same service as the contracting federal

agency whose mission is to protect national security.

VI.  Conclusion

It is inconsistent and illogical to prevent monopoly

bargaining power over TSA-employed screeners while permitting

monopoly bargaining power over privately-employed screeners

performing the same national security functions.  TSA seemingly

prohibited monopoly bargaining for all screeners in its January 8,

2003 directive, and it has given no reason for later contending that

its directive does not apply to private screeners.  For the sake of
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national security and rational policymaking, the NLRB should

either decide that it has no jurisdiction over private airport screeners,

or decline jurisdiction under its broad discretion.

*  John R. Martin is a Staff Attorney at the National Right to Work

Legal Defense Foundation, Inc. He filed an amicus brief with the

National Labor Relations Board for the Foundation urging the

Board not to exercise jurisdiction over privately-employed airport

screeners in Firstline Transportation Security, Inc. (International

Union, Security, Police & Fire Professionals), Case 17-RC-12354

(NLRB 2005).
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